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MTV: Médiation Tourisme et Voyage

1. Only specialised ADR in France for tourism, air, sea and bus 
transportation, travel, hotels, plus sports and leisure (excepted State 
Railways and Paris Transport)

2. Association created in 2012 and funded par traders organizations
(today 200 members covering more than 100 000 companies)

3. MTV appoints with Consumers Associations a Médiateur (Ombusdam) 
approved and controlled by Governement (Economy Ministry)  and 
notified to European Commission

3. 18 332  disputes reiceved in 2020 (+111%); 62% air disputes; 64% 
COVID consequences

4. The Ombusdam proposes solution to disputes ; 96% freely accepted



Challenges of MTV

• 1. COVID cancellations : 111% more complaints in 2020, 
with unexpected types of disputes to solve before courts 
decisions

• 2. Difficulties with foreign traders, mostly air companies
not MTV members

• 3. Challenge of cross-border disputes, despite a succesfull
TravelNet cooperation

• 4. Adaptation of the scheme to a constant increase of 
claims , 62% related to air disputes



MTV COVID experience

1. Great difficulties in Covid tourism and travel turmoil: staff confined, 
traders silent, delays extended,  but also an interesting new experience:

2. Placed in first line an ADR had to invent acceptable solutions for 
unexpected situations not foreseen by law and courts

3. ADR may use equity when law is silent and judge absent. A « mediateur » 
(ADR) in France is allowed by law to propose solutions  different from courts 
decisions. During Covid travel crisis MTV used equity for a better redress of 
consumers, but also of some traders

4. New role for ADR’s in unexpected & exceptional circumstances: provide
applicable and effective solutions for a better protection of the consumers, 
but taking also in account the difficulties of the traders. 



2013 directive revision?
Points could be clarified
• 1. art. 2 (directive no applicable to attempts of a judge to settle a dispute): is it

always the case as courts are asking now a prior ADR procedure, ex. in France?

• 2. art. 8 (90 days rule):  how obtain a « complete complaint file », starting point,  
without any answer from the trader?

• 3. art. 16 (cross-border disputes): clarification of the competent ADR (country of 
the consumer? Or of the trader?), ex.  with foreign air companies involved in 
travel package

• 4. art.17 (cooperation of ADR’s with national authorities): we need precise
respective competence with Air NEB treating also passengers claims with airlines.

• 5. BUT: challenge of new regulation with the great disparity of ADR’s:  difficulties
of having the same rules with so different ADR’s: consumers associations, 
professional unions, corporated ADR, specialised or residual ADR’S, etc..
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